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After ‘wow’
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VR/AR 

6 design dimensions



https://augmentedstories.com/2015/01/30/arvsvr/

1) Virtual  Reality versus  Augmented Reality



Acquire Skills Discover underlying model

Simulations

2) Performance versus  Understanding



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FdoKJrsL_bA

3) Exploration versus  Construction

https://www.myphysicslab.com/pendulum/double-pendulum-en.html

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FdoKJrsL_bA


https://nowloading.co/posts/3888206

3bis) Real World versus  Fictitious World

https://www.fspilotshop.com/aerosoft-city-bus-simulator-new-york-gold-edition-p-5487.html



4) Individual versus  Social

https://danielvoyager.wordpress.com/2015/03/25/group-selfie-in-second-life-with-lindens-and-sl-community/

http://www.itechnews.net/2009/01/04/skigym-ski-simulator/



4b) …. or  Participative



https://nowloading.co/posts/3888206

https://fr.mathworks.com/discovery/matlab-vs-r.html

5)  Simulation versus  Modelling



6) Fidelity, Realism, …..



learning = ƒ (media richness) 

email

chat

audio

video media richness hypothesis : 

the more similar it is to face-to-face, 
the better it is

F2F



Belvedere

The myth of media richness



A

B

C

VIDEO + AUDIO

A

B

C

AUDIO

Question to A: Were you nervous ?     1 � 2 � 3 � 4 � 5 � 

Question to B: Was A nervous ?          1 � 2 � 3 � 4 � 5 � 

Perceiving my partner’s emotions:

Is video better than audio ?

.62 .70

The myth of media richness



learning = ƒ (media richness) 

email

chat

audio

video

media richness hypothesis : 
the more similar it is to face-to-face, the better it is

pictures

 movies



21 animated > static 
53 animated = static 
02 animated < static 



learning = ƒ (media richness) 

email

chat

audio

video

media richness hypothesis : 
the more similar it is to face-to-face, the better it is

pictures

 movies

2D

3D







media richness hypothesis : 
the more similar it is to face-to-face, the better it is

VR hypothesis : 
the more similar it is to reality, the better it is



immersion = ƒ (fidelity) 

engagement = ƒ (immersion) 

learning = ƒ (engagement) 



immersion = ƒ (fidelity) 

im
m

er
si

on
 

fidelity 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hn2jsf6TiaM

immersion = ƒ (fidelity) 



immersion = ƒ (fidelity) ? 



Johal, Lemaignan, Asselborn, Jacq, Billard, Paiva, Dillenbourg

CoWriter



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uncanny_valley



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uncanny_valley#/media/File:Uncanny_valley.png

The uncanny valley



Text

Too small 
Too expensive 
Too fast 
Too dangerous 
…

Reality

VR

Make the invisible visible

U
se

fu
ln

es
s

Fidelity

AR



https://www.fasttech.com/product/7201300-authentic-shimano-ig51-8-speed-bicycle-chain

VR hypothesis : 
the more similar it is to reality, the better it is



https://i.ytimg.com/vi/jUy6pyyZwzQ/hqdefault.jpg

Make the invisible visible: Air flow



Lorenzo Lucignano, EPFL

Making the invisible visible: forces



Make the invisible visible

Make the impossible possible

• Move the moon closer to Jupiter 
• Add a leg to Usain Bolt 
• Turn gravity negative 
• Cool down the planet by 3 degrees 
• Make a government with 20 parties 
• …



immersion = ƒ (fidelity) 

engagement = ƒ (immersion) 

learning = ƒ (engagement) 

± OK

?

?



Logistics assistants (warehouse employees)
39
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Guillaume Zufferey, Patrick Jermann, Pierre Dillenbourg (EPFL)

The TinkerLamp

41
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Is this realistic ?

Is this engaging ?

Not perceptually, but cognitively yes 
(at some level of abstraction)

Make the impossible possible 
Make the complex simpler



F(1,37)	=	6.68,	p	<	.05Bertrand Schneider, Aurelien Lucchi

F(1,37) = 6.68, p < .05





No sign. effect in 
understanding

No sign. effect  in
problem-solving

mean	=	7.84		vs.	mean	=	7.43
F(1,14)	=	.25;	p	>	.05

mean	=	5.16	vs.	mean	=		5.15
F(1,14)=.06,	p>.05

16Son DoLenh, Patrick Jermann



Is this engaging ? Too much !





Classroom Orchestration



Sign. effect in 
understanding

Sign. effect  in
problem-solving



immersion = ƒ (fidelity) 

engagement = ƒ (immersion) 

learning = ƒ (engagement) 

NO

NO

yes



experience learning

Reflect 
Predict 
Explain 

Disagree 

Compare 
Reformulate 

Teach 
Summarize 
Translate



immersion = ƒ (fidelity) 

engagement = ƒ (immersion) 

learning = ƒ (engagement) 
learning = ƒ (cognitive effort) 



learning = ƒ(effort)



Concept Map: paper concepts, augmented links



Concept Map: gestures (e.g. cut)



8 teams in the experimental condition



8 teams in the control condition



mCOM	=	25.63,	mTAN	=	21.88,	

	t(14)	=	1.24,p>.05,	two-tailed

mCOM	=	13.63,	mTAN	=	9.13,	

	t(14)	=	2.40,p	<.05,	two-tailed

No	effect	in	Learning	Gain
More	Learning	From	Partners	

for	Computer

Son Do Lenh



immersion = ƒ (fidelity) 

engagement = ƒ (immersion) 

learning = ƒ (engagement) 
learning = ƒ (cognitive effort) 

Social (peers, teachers)



Brain Simulation MOOC (EPFL)



Brain Simulation MOOC (H. Markram, EPFL)



Fluid Dynamics MOOC (F. Gallaire, EPFL)





experience learning

Reflect 
Predict 
Explain 

Disagree 

Compare 
Reformulate 

Teach 
Summarize 
Translate 
Lectures



Intro

Hypothesis

VR Simulation

Debriefing
Class

Team

Individual

Integrated Scenario 
(Orchestration Graph)





Cellulo (Ayberk Ozgur, Wafa Johal)



Swarm Cellulo (Ayberk Ozgur, Wafa Johal)



Back to the ‘wow’ effect

P. Dillenbourg, EPFL

does anyone have a iphone-6 charger ?


